


ABOUT OUR FIRM
Saranjit Singh Advocates & Solicitors is a firm that
provides a broad spectrum of legal services.
Established in 2008, we carry with us an extensive
range of experience in high end litigious matters
ranging from representing the airline industry, energy
and infrastructure arbitration involving sovereign
government, environmental litigation to corporate and
commercial disputes. Our commitment to excellence
has enabled us to build and maintain our reputation
and long-term relationships with hundreds of clients
across Malaysia. 



Who we are
At Saranjit Singh, we have a unique blend
of bold and trusted advocates who are:

Easily accessible and approachable
Tenacious and driven in advancing 

Strategic in tailoring legal solutions
Strong in their alliance with other 

      the clients’ objectives

      trusted advisors
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We believe in simplifying complex matters and
provide solutions to resolve legal issues in the
most cost effective and efficient way for our
clients. 

We are a client-first firm and tailor our services
to minimise exposure to risks while overcoming
legal challenges through strategic and
innovative solutions.

Our goal is to build an attractive solution-driven
dispute resolution centre for all our clients. 

Our Mission
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As a client-centered organization, our clients’ experience and journey towards achieving their commercial
objectives are important to us. Each client brings with them a new experience and learning opportunities.
Our clients motivate us to provide them with the highest quality of service through their sheer drive,
competitive edge, and determination to be the best in their field. Our partnership with our clients is
engrained in the work we do and the service levels that we provide them. Their success is our goal.

what clients mean to us
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Malaysia Airlines Berhad (MAB)
MASKargo Sdn Bhd
Flyfirefly Sdn Bhd
Royal Jordanian Airlines 
Oman Air SAOC
Aerodarat Services Sdn Bhd
OCB Berhad
Heineken Malaysia Berhad
Experian Information Services (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
(formerly known as Ram Credit Sdn Bhd)
Sime Darby Engineering Sdn Bhd         
Panasonic Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Touch `n Go Sdn Bhd

Axis Reit Managers Berhad
AREA Management Berhad
ION Exchange (India) Ltd
Permodalan Risda Berhad
Risda Plantation Sdn Bhd
Independent Oil Tools Ltd 
Taliworks Corporation Berhad
Bellworth Developments Sdn Bhd
LGB Group of Companies
Melchers Sdn Bhd
S P Setia Sdn Bhd
Kian Joo Holdings Sdn Bhd
IIUM Holdings Sdn Berhad



Meet The Team
SARANJIT SINGH

LLB (Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor of
the High Court of Malaya
(1993)

With close to 30 years of appellate and trial experience, Saranjit has represented and
advised corporations, statutory bodies, airlines and individuals on a broad range of issues
associated with corporate and contractual disputes, transportation, aviation, defamation,
manufacturing, infrastructure and energy, environmental and IT among others. He has also
represented the Government of India in arbitration appeals, acted for various airlines in
aviation accidents and passenger and cargo litigation and a wide range of commercial and
corporate litigation for various corporations and individuals.

Notable representations in aviation liability claims include advising the airlines and
representing the insurers in connection with aviation accidents involving MH 370, MH 17, Lao
Airlines Flight 301 in Pakse, Laos and MASwings accident in Kudat, Sabah. Saranjit also
acted as lead counsel in landmark Malaysian decision on Article 29 Montreal Convention
1999.

Saranjt is a pragmatic problem solver and a natural strategist who is always focused on
achieving the clients’ commercial objectives and goals by providing them with practical
solutions. Saranjit has also authored the Malaysian chapter on Aviation Law and Aviation
Liability for 2 reputed international journals for a number of years.  
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Meet The Team
MOHD ROSHAN PREBAGARAN

LLB (Lond), CLP
Advocate & Solicitor of
the High Court of Malaya
(2014)

Roshan is an innovative
problem solver with vast
experience in employment
disputes and contractual
claims involving fraud and
is very effective in debt
recovery claims. He has
also represented and
successfully defended
airlines in carriage of cargo
claims under Montreal
Convention 1999 and
training bond enforcement.

Iman is skilled at breaking
down complex legal issues
and his efficient research
skills is an asset to the
team.

NIK NUR IMAN NIK ABDUL RASHID

LLB, UiTM 
Advocate & Solicitor of
the High Court of Malaya
(2022)

SENIOR ASSOCIATE JUNIOR ASSOCIATE
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AVIATION & LOGISTICS COMMERCIAL & CORPORATE
DISPUTE RESOLUTIONDomestic and international

aviation accidents and insurance
litigation
Passenger, cargo and third-party
claims for damages and personal
injury 
Product liability, aircraft and
engine maintenance agreements,
ground and air side contracts 
Disputes resolution involving
carriage over land and sea 

Shareholders and boardroom
disputes
Personal and Corporate insolvency
Complex contractual and
construction litigation and
arbitration
Personal injury, product liability and
property damage claims
Risk & credit management and
debt recovery

WHAT WE DO
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 EMPLOYMENT & HUMAN CAPITAL

Industrial relations disputes
General advisory relating to
employment contracts

PRACTICE AREAS
REAL PROPERTY DISPUTES

Tenancy management and real
estate litigation 
Housing development and strata
management litigation

PROBATE & ADMINISTRATION

Advising on wills and estate
administration
Contentious and non-contentious
probate proceedings
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Suite 51-3 Block D, Jaya One
No. 72A
Jalan Profesor Diraja Ungku Aziz (Jalan Universiti)
46200 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Call us: +603 7957 9959
Fax us: +603 7957 9969
Email us: info@saranjit.com

Keep in touch with us
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